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Editorial
Greetings, friends and foes alike!

As it’s the season of good cheer - or at least so they tell me
- let me wish you a hale and hearty ‘Merry Christmas & a
Happy New Year’ from all at In Focus and BSoUP in general!
(Actually, it may well be more appropriate to say ‘Happy Eas-
ter’ by the time you get this, as things are falling behind a tad
at Morrissey Towers - something to do with having moved
house and started a new job all in the last few months...)
STILL - another fine collection of colourful underwater bits
‘n’ bobs comes your way, courtesy of the various contributors
who have bothered to PUT PEN TO PAPER and support their
Society’s mighty organ.
(I trust I do not sound too un-Santa-like in that last para-
graph, but there are times when I look inside the bag marked
‘In Focus Copy’ and know exactly how Old Mother Hubbard
felt... Nuff said.)
Anyways, it’s nice to see such beautiful British pictures are
still being taken, so hoods off to Alex Mustard and Sam Bean
for providing so many of them in their lovely portfolios.
Thanks, too, to Andy Clark for his permission to publish a
grainy black-and-white of him for recognition purposes at
BSoUP meetings (I think I managed to scrape all those num-
bers off your forehead in that mugshot, Andy).  A good guy in
a troubled world, ladeezngennulmen...
Well, I’ve just been informed that the new skip has been
delivered so I’m off to fill it with unwanted rubbish that I’ve
collected over the years - and the first thing that’s going in is
that damned drysuit!
Yours in the bar,

Pat Morrissey
Editor
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Photographing Ningaloo in a Fortnight!
(Part 2)

by Jeremy Cuff

In Coral Bay, our first Whale Shark Adventure was cancelled
thanks to high winds but luckily we got a chance a couple of
days later. It takes a lot of effort and infrastructure to locate
a Whale Shark in the vastness of the seas around Ningaloo.
They are only found on the outside of the reef and not
necessarily close to the reef, sometimes many miles out to
sea. The spotter plane is thus an essential team member and
stays in constant contact with the boat throughout the day.

Once a sighting is verified, a wave of excitement and
expectation sweeps over the boat. The procedure is similar
to the Manta interaction tours – once the snorkellers are ready,
the skipper deposits the guide in the water and reverses the
boat into the path of the shark. The snorkellers then follow
the lead of the guide who pinpoints the shark’s location by a
raised arm.

In this situation, akin to “an underwater stampede”, it isn’t
easy to photograph the animal. With up to ten people in the
water at any one time, it’s easy to crash into other enthusiastic
snorkellers and get stray arms, fins or bodies into the images.
There are also rules surrounding swimming with Whale Sharks,
which aren’t conducive to the best photographic angles,
particularly when using a fisheye lens, which also requires the
photographer to get in close. A good tip is to ensure you’re in
the best spot on the boat – if the shark is coming from the
left, be on the left so that when the shark comes into view, no
one is to your left, only the shark.
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For our second week, we moved north to Exmouth. Unlike
Coral Bay, Exmouth is a town rather than a “resort”. It has
grown considerably since the influx of diving, eco tourism and
fishing and boasts decent shopping facilities, a prawn fishery
and a naval base, which has inadvertently created a fantastic
dive site, more of which later.

The format of the diving in Exmouth is similar to Coral Bay
except the bus rides are considerably further, which means
an earlier start – usually 7.00-7.30 am. Once the trailer is
loaded with the equipment and everyone’s onboard the bus,
it’s a 45-minute journey to the Tantabiddi mooring, which is
used for the Whale Shark adventures. To reach the boat, a
small RIB makes several journeys ferrying divers, equipment
and supplies to the dive boat. Divers visiting the Muiron Islands
and the reefs around the north of the cape have a 20 minute
bus ride from Exmouth to the Bundegi mooring where there
is a small jetty from which to load the equipment.

In Exmouth we’d booked three Whale Sharks adventures. Each
day turned out to be unsuccessful. The crew said that this was
somewhat unprecedented for the time of year. There must
have been a reason, as since we’d been in Exmouth, we’d heard
that the sightings had also dried up in Coral Bay. It was
probably a blip, but “Whale Shark disappointment” was
widespread amongst the crew and the snorkellers.

Although relatively little is known about their behaviour, a
basic understanding of Whale Shark habits (available in books,
DVD’s and a specialty course at the dive centres) goes a long
way towards turning a “disappointed” Whale Shark adventurer
into one that is merely “philosophical”. For some, it was their
only chance to see a Whale Shark and it hadn’t happened. At
least we’d seen one in Coral Bay.
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Central Station is a dive site often visited before setting off
to look for Whale Sharks. It’s one of those sites where
anything can turn up. It’s probably wise to take a wide-angle
set-up here, as schooling fish, large stingrays, turtles and
white tip reef sharks are frequent here. A couple of days
before our visit, a manta and a leopard shark were sighted. A
macro and fish photographer will also find plenty of subjects
such as mantis shrimps, juvenile striped catfish and the
unusually tolerant threadfin pearl perch.

The uninhabited Muiron Islands are located northeast of the
Cape Range peninsula and offers excellent diving. We were
told that the visibility is often low, but we were lucky, blessed
with fairly good visibility. The two sites visited were the Spit
and the Maze, both coral ledges punctuated with some superb
swim-throughs, particularly at the Spit. Here, we enjoyed
passing through incredible walls of baitfish.

Blizzard Ridge, Labyrinth and Gulliver’s are excellent reef
dive sites located around the tip of peninsula. Although lacking
the visual grandeur of some of the Coral Bay sites such as
Asho’s Gap, they more than make up for it in terms of what
can be found there. Blizzard Ridge in particular is a special
site yielding tasselled wobbegongs, white tip reef sharks, large
batfish, schools of snappers, huge morays, stingrays,
incredible swarms of baitfish and other surprises. At Gulliver’s,
one group saw a hammerhead shark and a giant frogfish.

Navy Pier, or the Harold E. Holt Naval Pier to be precise, has
been voted as one of the top ten dives in Australia. It’s certainly
very good and we only had time for a single dive there. To
unlock the fantastic photographic potential, several visits would
be necessary.
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To dive there involves a bus ride into a restricted area guarded
by naval checkpoints. Before the checkpoints, the bus must
stop at the main naval base just north of Exmouth. Marcus,
our guide and instructor for Navy Pier dive, removed his
sandals and replaced them with his dive boots before entering
the navy base to collect the keys to the pier gates. No open-
toed shoes are allowed within the base! With the keys in our
possession we drove past the Bundegi turnoff, through a
checkpoint and into the pier complex itself. After the final
obstacle of the gates, we drove to the end of the pier.

After kitting up, the divers must negotiate a series of steep
steps to reach a lower platform from where it’s a 2 metre
jump into the water. Cameras must be lowered using a
conveniently stowed piece of rope.

Our dive was almost cancelled. The wind had been blowing
hard for several hours resulting in choppy seas and a big
surface current with the potential to sweep everyone away
from the pier. The visibility had worsened as well. We were
disappointed as it was our only chance to dive there, but we
decided to wait. The wind began to subside and Marcus decided
to go for it. The visibility remained poor, but what an excellent
dive, full of photographic potential.

It’s a condition of diving at the pier, laid down by the Australian
Navy, that the group must remain together and always be within
sight of the dive guide. The Exmouth Diving staff strictly
adhere to this rule. In a poor visibility dive, this rule has the
effect of keeping the divers very close together, which can
turn the dive into a series of collisions with other divers,
especially if something interesting is found. It can also make
for frustrating wide angle and fisheye photography as divers
are constantly entering the “wrong” part of the frame and
getting in the way.



Frustrations aside, there’s enough here to satisfy most world
weary “been there, done that” type of diver – we saw white tip
reef sharks, wobbegongs, schooling jacks and snappers,
barracudas, moray eels, lionfish, stonefish, threadfin pearl
perch, filefish, cornetfish and countless baitfish. For
photographers, it doesn’t matter what type of lens you take,
you’ll find plenty of subjects.

For those wanting to photograph Ningaloo’s population of
marine mammals, it’s very difficult unless you are lucky enough
to encounter them on a dive or snorkel. Rules of marine
conservation, laid down by CALM (the Department of
Conservation and Land Management) prevent dive operators
from (knowingly) allowing divers and snorkellers into the water
with whales, dolphins and dugongs. There are severe penalties
for the dive operators if they do step onto the wrong side of
the law such as the loss of their operator licences. Although
it can be frustrating for photographers, it is, of course in the
interest of the conservation of these (often rare) animals.

So, with all that underwater action, how do you concentrate on
good underwater photography? Well, it’s not easy. I found
myself at times falling back into a previously discarded habit
of “a photo of this, a photo of that” without any real
concentration on any particular subject. At Gulliver’s, I
remember photographing a small gorgonian when suddenly I
was tapped on the shoulder by another diver. There was a
large white tip nearby so I went after it but couldn’t get close
enough. After my unsuccessful pursuit, I’d forgotten about
the gorgonian and headed off somewhere else!

I coined an expression “bamboozled by baitfish” for the
incredible profusion encountered at sites around the Muiron
Islands and the north cape such as Blizzard Ridge, where it’s
easy to get carried away by the sheer number of the fish
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rather than aesthetic value of them. When a large potato cod
came right up to me at the end of a dive, I’d run out of film!

During our time at Ningaloo, the visibility was often severely
affected by suspended particles and plankton. This makes
strobe placement critical in order to avoid the “perfect picture
apart from the backscatter” frustrations that can plague low
visibility underwater photography. On some wide-angle
subjects, I found that I was over compensating my strobe
positioning due to “backscatter paranoia”. Digital users, of
course, have the instant feedback that film users like myself
don’t have.

Preparing camera equipment the evening before diving is a
general “good practice” for underwater photographers and
it’s certainly essential here. You might want to change lenses
and ports between dives and snorkels, so it’s a good idea to
ask what you’ll be likely to be doing to avoid the disappointment
of meeting Manta Rays with a 105mm macro! To maximise your
photography, ask about the dive sites you’ll be visiting, pack
your bag accordingly and expect to change films, lenses and
ports on busy, crowded boats.

Also worth a mention is the photographic possibilities whilst
snorkelling. Duck diving between dives can yield some
interesting results, especially if the sun is projecting shafts
of light around the boat. Around Coral Bay, expect impressive
groups of inquisitive spangled emperors to gather under the
dive boat. For those with enough time and a fisheye set-up,
there’s some good half and half possibilities in Cape Range
and Coral Bay. The lagoons of Cape Range are home to blue
spotted rays, shovelnose rays and stingrays, whereas Coral
Bay creates opportunities with combinations of paddling
holidaymakers, fish and moored boats.



If there was a criticism of the diving, it’s the small number of
known dive sites, particularly at Coral Bay. Divers visiting for
any length of time might find themselves revisiting several
dive sites, which may or may not be acceptable depending on
the individual – for photographers it’s perhaps a good thing
as it presents an opportunity for “re-shooting” a subject.

The weather is also a major factor in the choice of dive sites
visited, which during our visit varied enormously both in terms
of visibility and surface swells, so it’s not always possible to
know the exact sites you’ll be diving until the skipper is able to
assess the situation.

Wild, rugged, and largely unexplored, the thinly populated
coastline of western Australia provides an enjoyable, varied
and challenging destination for underwater photographers.
For those wishing to dive and photograph new frontiers, there
must be countless virgin dive sites awaiting discovery in what
is a remote and vast area. I’m sure that the dive operators will
gradually open up new sites over coming seasons.

We gave ourselves a fortnight to dive and photograph the
mighty Ningaloo Reef. Was it enough?

Of course it wasn’t!
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Portfolio Competitions in 2006
Following a discussion at the November meeting we’re going
to make a bit of a change to the technology for Portfolio
Competitions starting with the Theme Portfolio in March 2006.
This year in our three portfolio competitions so far we’ve had
zero, 2 and 3 slide entries.  Setting up the 6 projectors is a
bit of a headache (!) particularly with the low number of entries
benefiting, and maintaining that lot will become an increasing
issue.

However we certainly don’t want to exclude those of you
shooting film and not digitising the results.  So we have a
compromise.  Starting with the 2006 Theme portfolio, anyone
who has a slide portfolio and no means to digitise it can contact
the committee and we’ll do it for you!  This means a slightly
earlier effort (can’t just pull out the slides the night before)
but if we know it’s coming we should be able to sort out the
actual scanning and putting into a digital portfolio within a
couple of days.

The procedure will be (1) contact our Digital Officer (Alex)
and let him know you would like to use the service – preferably
at least a week or 10 days ahead (earlier is good); (2) agree
with Alex a timeframe which includes getting the slides to
him by post or other means; (3) if Alex can’t do it he will find
another committee member to step in; (4) and if you can’t find
Alex ring Martha or JP or Pete or Anthony (or anyone else on
the Committee!).  Phone numbers are in the back of this
magazine….

This does not apply to single image Focus On competitions –
we will continue to set up the single slide projector required
for those nights.
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BSoUP Speakers 2006
January 18th
Main Event: Photoshop Workshop
Focus On: Best two images of 2005

February 15th
Photo Techniques: Shooting Fish Alex Mustard
Focus On: Monochrome
Main Event: Photojournalism in the UK Charles Hood

March 15th
Main Event: An Evening with Helmut Debelius
Annual Event: Theme Portfolio Competition

April 19th ** Holland Club closed, venue TBA **
Photo Techniques: Red Sea Photography Jane Morgan
Focus On: Fish
Main Event: Beneath the Ice-Pack and Underwater in the

Archipelago Sea Jukka Nurminen

May 17th ** Lecture Theatre LT201, Imperial College **
Main Event: An Evening with Martin Edge
Focus On: Macro

June 14th ** please note earlier date **
Photo Techniques: TBA
Focus On: British
Main Event: The Colourful Lives of Britain’s Marine Animals

Paul Naylor

July 19th
Photo Techniques: Splash-In Report Brian Pitkin
Focus On: Wide angle
Main Event: TBA

August 16th
Photo Techniques: International Shootouts Pete Ladell
Focus On: International Focus On
Main Event: TBA

September 20th
Photo Techniques: Back to Basics          Martha Tressler
Focus On: The World in our Hands
Main Event: Topic TBA Paul Kay

Please note that the programme may change without prior notice –
please check the website for the latest details.
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How Joss Woolf, our newest
Committee member, came to BSoUP!
Quite by chance, a little over two years ago, my initiation into
the extraordinary world of underwater photography took
place.  Having already “taken the plunge” in many corners of
our planet in the perpetual search for the ultimate dive-site,
I was at a loss as to where to go next for something a little bit
different.  So, one rainy day in March 2003, I literally closed
my eyes and stuck a pin in a random page of Diver Magazine
and came up with Tony White’s trip to South Africa for the
Sardine Run, not realising that this was a photographic
expedition.

It all seemed very exciting and as the time drew nearer, it
dawned on me that I might need a camera for this trip.
Fortunately, I was able to hire one from Tony himself, an
F90X in a Sea and Sea housing, so no problem there except
that, in the event, not a single miserable sardine presented
itself for a portrait.

The trip was not without its highlights, however, as I found
myself, together with Simon Brown, in a National Geographic
film called Facing Jaws, all about a copper shark biting Tony
on the arm!  The film was shown later that year at the Festival
d’Image Sous Marine in Antibes and, of course, one had to go
and see it on the big screen.  No-one who has ever been to
Antibes could fail to be in awe of the fabulous variety of stills
and films; humorous, factual and sometimes very sad, as in the
case of Cousteau’s film about shark-finning.

I was smitten.  I borrowed the camera again on a trip to Marsa
Alam and, thrilled by the results, I very soon afterwards
bought my own F100 complete with housing.
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And so I came to join BSoUP, on Tony’s recommendation,
where we consistently enjoy the wealth of knowledge and skills
that are presented to us on a monthly basis by some of the
most able people in our field.  Anyone thinking of taking up
this very rewarding hobby could not fail to be inspired by the
likes of Alex Mustard, even if he doesn’t use film any more!

None of this would be possible, of course, without the
unstinting efforts of our dedicated committee, to whom I am
eternally grateful – and on to which I now seem to have been
co-opted by failing to duck at the right moment!
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Advertising in In Focus
2006 Rates

Unfortunately we have had to raise our rates for
advertising in this magazine (along with our subs)
for 2006, as shown below.  We hope that you will
bear with us for this increase and continue to
support us with your advertisements.

Colour: back cover £90
full page inside £66
shared half page £36

Black & white: full page inside £38
half page £23

(Half pages should be landscape)
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BSoUP Best of British 2005
Portfolio Competition Winners

I tried to mount BOTH these portfolio shots so as to fill the
page, but Sam’s (below) lost all idea of proportion since the
page size does that to ‘portrait’ mode in  particular.  Similarly,
one of Alex’s (opposite)  looks a little squashed...

The idea was to let you see the portfolios just as they were
originally projected - ‘Why it’s almost like being there!’
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BSoUP Member’s
Profile

An occasional series in which we
get to see the people behind the
names... this time, it’s ANDY
CLARK

Andy has been a longtime
supporter of BSoUP and has
faithfully chronicled what goes
on at the monthly meetings,
Splash-Ins, and more.

So - if you see him with a pen in hand, best buy him a drink
and keep him sweet!

WHO OR WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO TAKE UP UNDERWATER
PHOTOGRAPHY?
A. I have a collection of old books about diving in its early
years.  Jacques Cousteau and Hans Hass feature heavily and I
remember being absolutely spell bound by their adventures
and their own attempts in underwater photography.  In more
recent years David Attenborough and David Doubilet have
opened my eyes to the real beauty of the underwater realm
and made me decide to try and get more from my diving - to
dive with a purpose.  Underwater photography fitted nicely
into the void!

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE SUBJECT TO PHOTOGRAPH?
A.  I have a real passion for jellyfish, cuttlefish and octopus!
Without exception, all three seem to me incredibly complex
creatures.  I’m fascinated by the little communities often found
seeking refuge within the jellyfish and I could sit and watch
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the antics of the cuttlefish and octopus all day.  I often wonder
what the cuttlefish are telling me in their changes in colour
and pattern.

WHAT IS YOUR OWN FAVOURITE SHOT?
A.  I have two!  My best shot of a cuttlefish under Swanage
pier, and an image of a horse-jack seeking shelter amongst
the tentacles of a Cothyloriza tubercolata jellyfish, taken
whilst snorkelling in Crete.

WHAT IS YOUR GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT IN
UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY?
A.  I have nothing really to speak of other than the immense
pleasure I experience each time I dive with my camera. The
excitement is only enhanced if I have managed to take a few
decent shots.  They may not be competition winners but as
Tony White once told me, ‘If you like what you’re showing,
you’ve won!’

WHAT VALUE DO YOU PLACE ON BEING A BSoUP MEMBER?
A.  For a couple of years after joining BSoUP I was without a
camera.  I had it in my head that photography was for me and
BSoUP confirmed that.  I religiously attended the meetings
and gleaned all I could from them.  I found, and still do find,
the meetings to be hugely inspirational.  I have learnt so much
by listening to the experiences of others.  I liken this time to
that of those in the very early days of BSoUP and underwater
photography – a great deal to learn but all very exciting!

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU DIDN’T DIVE?
A.  Climb mountains (probably!)

PS See Andy’s two favourite shots on page 31



BSoUP Best of British Portfolio 2005

Sam Bean and Alex Mustard are joint winners of British Society
of Underwater Photographers (BSoUP) Best of British
Portfolio 2005.

Sam, who works as a plant biologist in Norwich, learnt to dive
with PADI in 1999 and shortly afterwards she joined the Great
Yarmouth branch of BSAC.

Creating a portfolio with impact for the BSoUP Best of British
Competition has taken weeks of painful deliberation over what
were strong images, which had impact, and looked a bit
different, but above all the images had to work together.

Alex Mustard, 30 years old, from Southampton, Hampshire,
works as both a marine biologist and an underwater
photographer. He has been taking pictures underwater since
he was 9 years old, and his images have been published widely.

Alex said, “I am very pleased to be voted the joint winner of
BSoUP’s Best of British portfolio with Sam. Although I think
I have been a bit lucky as my entry probably attracted votes
as much because it is different. BSoUP’s portfolio competitions
are highly valued by us snappers because the results are
decided by our peers.”
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Best of British
2005 Portfolio

SAM BEAN was this
year’s joint Best of
British Portfolio prize
winner, along with Alex
Mustard. (See his
photos on pages 34-5)

Sam’s only taken up the
camera in the last four
years!

These pictures were
shot at St. Abbs and
Plymouth, diving with
members of BSoUP and
the Bristol Underwater
Photography Group.

Congratulations!
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BSoUP AGM November 2005

‘Success’ was the overall message from the Chair at this year’s
AGM.  General reports suggest that 2005 has exceeded the
triumph of 2004 with exciting presentations from both BSoUP
members and outside speakers, inpressive successes by
members in competitions and the ever-pleasing progress of
underwater photography (and photographers), both at home
and across the seas.

Expenditure: Although running a deficit of £2730 this year,
both 2004 and 2005 have seen a number of ‘one off’ or
occasional expenses.  Exhibition costs (both the 2004 and
2005 Birmingham Dive Shows are in the 2005 Accounts due
to timing of payment), sponsorship (CMAS and the Tsunami
Appeal) and in 2004 the purchase of the new digital projector
account for much of the extra expense.  That said, expenses
are generally rising across the board.  There was also a very
high incident in 2005 of members not paying renewals, in many
cases “active” members; £360 in renewals has been received
since 1 October, an amount which should have shown in the
2005 accounts.  The Society is running at an annual deficit
based on “normal” annual revenue and costs of at least £500.

Membership: Paid up members at 30 September  number 249
with an additional 9 Honorary Life Members.  2005 saw 54
new members – the largest number in recent years.  Success
at the NEC and Visions has resulted in 17 new members since
1st October which may go some way to illustrating the worth
of our attendance and to justifying the extra cost!  A reminder
that fees are due on 1 February.  The Committee encourages
you to set up a Standing Order which would greatly assist and
eliminate the need for the Membership Secretary to chase



those of you who have not paid.  Those who do not pay are not
being fair to those who have and a gentle word of warning; if
you do not pay your renewal by 1 May, your membership lapses
and we will have to enforce this by cutting off the magazine
and barring you from entering members only competitions (as
required by the Constitution).  You have been warned!

Committee: Thanks were offered to Lesley Maw who stood
down due to work commitments.  Martin Davies (co-opted onto
the committee part way through the year) and Joss Woolf
are the new committee members.  All other members stood
for re-election with a few changes in roles – see page 46 of
this magazine.

Subscriptions: The AGM agreed without opposition to
increase subs, the first increase in 5 years.  In view of the
recent deficits and following a discussion of the importance
of having funds available for such things as speakers and
profile raising activities, subs are amended as follows:
  •  Members within 50 miles of Imperial College - £35.00
  •  Members outside the 50 mile zone - £25.00
  •  Overseas members - £28.00
  •  Student card holders within the 50 mile zone - £25.00

Revised subs should add an extra £1500 per annum to the
BSoUP account which will cover normal running costs, allow us
to rebuild our depleted reserve, and to react positively to
opportunities such as special speakers which cost a bit extra.
Those of you with Standing Orders, please don’t forget to
amend them (Gill will be in touch)!

Congratulations: On a general note of success, congratulations
should be extended to members who have achieved acclaim in
Antibes, the BBC Wildlife Photographer of the Year, Subios
and BBC  News  Photographer of the Year  competitions.  JP
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Trenque, Len Deeley, Tony Baskeyfield, Alex Mustard, Malcolm
Hey, Charles Hood and Pedro Vieyra, all featured and are
worthy of compliment!  See the News section of the website
for details.

General Appeal: Please remember that BSoUP does not run
itself.  There are a small number of dedicated members that
work long and hard to ensure you of a worthy membership.   If
you think you may be able to help, in any way at all, please make
contact.

Hi, it’s me again...

While I have your attention - you WILL be reading about

subscription rate changes, won’t you??! - can I make my usual

plea for stories, pictures, adverts and classifieds?

It’s your choice, of course - while being Editor, I have so far

refrained from  putting anything of my own into the mag. But

in the unlikely event of a copy shortage, I may be forced to

reconsider!!!

You have been warned...
Ed.
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Andy Clark’s two
favourite shots, to

go with his Member’s
Profile on pp. 20-21

Cuttlefish
Horse-jack



Monthly Meeting Reports

August meeting 2005

by Martin Davies

Photo Technique – Re-sizing Digital Images – Alex Mustard
Focus On – International
Main Event – The Basics of Light – Alex Mustard

Alex Mustard started off by giving a live demonstration of
how to put together a portfolio of 6 images for digital
projection. The talk called Re-sizing Digital Images For BSoUP
Competitions, the basis of which involves downloading a grid
from the BSoUP web site, resizing your pictures and then
positioning them into the grid ready for projection. Alex makes
this look very easy and practice makes perfect.

Brian Pitkin then wanted to show us some new monitoring
software that has been loaded on to the web site, it is mainly
a data collection and statistical package that allows us to
monitor where hits on the web site are coming from and the
type of computer systems, browsers and search engines that
are being used. The information after only eight days of use
was showing the bulk of hits from mainly UK and USA, but
there was interest from all over the world.

It was back to Alex who wanted to spend a couple of minutes
announcing his new “Magic” filter which he has been developing
in conjunction with a major filter manufacturer.

The filter is being marketed as another tool in the underwater
photographer’s toolbox. The filter works over a wider range
than the popular UR Pro Filter and cost less. For details see
his web site, http://www.magic-filters.com
32
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The Focus On competition was a step away from the norm this
month. It was promoted as the first International Focus On
competition with an open subject. The competition was digital
only; there were 51 entries from all over the world. The entries
were mainly fish life and very few wrecks. The voting was as
normal and the winner was Mike Veitch (Yap) 47pts
Runner up,  Charles Hood (UK) 42pts
3rd= Giles Shaxted (Cayman Isl) 22pts
3rd= Heather Hammond (UK) 22pts
5th Grega Verc (Slovenia) 19pts
6th Francesco Visintin (Italy) 18pts
7th Steve Jones (UK) 16pts
8th Jean Bruneau (Canada) 15pts
9th JP Trenque (UK!) 13pts
10th Len Deeley (UK) 10pts
Details of the winning images can be seen on the web site.

The main event was a talk by Alex again on The Basics of
Light. The focus of the talk was about light and how we use
and interpret it underwater, Alex using his fine quality pictures
to demonstrate many techniques that can be used by taking
advantage of the available light and conditions to enhance and
make great pictures. Alex concentrated on three main areas,
available light, strobe light and balanced light, giving examples
and techniques associated with each method. Rounding off
the talk with a revision of how we can control the background
colour of a picture and how shutter and aperture play an active
part in the production of the background. Depending on the
desired effect and the subject matter will determine our choice
of shutter and aperture.

(The Editor regrets that we’ve had to leave July’s and
September’s Meeting Reports out of this issue)

                                    __________
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Alex does not dive in
the UK and took these
pictures while
snorkelling. “I think
that this shows that
the UK waters offer a
range of
photographic
opportunities, and
that a few ideas can
generate some
interesting images in
fairly ordinary
conditions.”

Alex took his pictures
with a Nikon D2X
digital camera and
10.5mm fisheye lens in
a Subal housing, and
did not use a flash.
“The images were
taken in Dorset at the
end of August, and
feature my friends
Anna and Jo, who are
both PhD students in
marine science, when
they are not modelling
for my camera!”

Alex Mustard was a joint winner
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October Meeting 2005

by Andy Clark

Photo Technique – Black and White Photography – JP Trenque
Focus On – Final
Best of British Portfolio
Main Event – South-East Marine Conservation Society – Paul
Biggin

When JP first started diving with a camera, he wanted to
capture the striking colour that he was experiencing
underwater.  This was the way to record his diving and he
couldn’t quite grasp the attraction of shooting black and white.
‘To what point?’ was always the response, and remained
unchanged for some time until seeing images produced by Peter
Hince.  ‘I remember thinking, “Wow!” when I first saw those
images…..and thought them so stunning without colour.’  This
was the turning point for JP and black and white photography
opened itself up for further experiment and exploration.

Film is obviously a medium to be utilised – Peter Hince seems
to favour Fuji Neopan 1600 and shoots ambient light – Agfa
produce the only black and white slide film with the variable
rating Scala.  But with the developments in digital photography
and associated hard and software JP concentrated his
presentation on Photoshop.

There are many alternatives to producing mono images.  Firstly
JP tells us, that by shooting colour initially your options are
greater than opting for a mono shoot from the beginning.  That
said, it is important to dive and shoot with mono in mind.  You’ll
be aware of what images will work well in mono if you consider
shapes, patterns, contrast, wrecks and mood.  You’ll also be



aware of the images that do not work so well.  Many of you will
already understand the fundamentals of black and white and
many of you will also know some of the ways in which Photoshop
will allow and assist you in your endeavours to create striking
images.

But, ‘it’s not just about greyscale with black and white,’ JP told
us, and continued with illustrative examples using the tools
for desaturate, greyscale – duotone, hue/saturation, channel
mixer and many more.  In fact, there seem to be around 12
different approaches to removing colour from your images in
Photoshop and you may well find during your experiments that
some of your images don’t work well as mono having been
worked on in a particular conversion.  Take a little time to try
another approach.  Maybe that will go some way to producing
the result you desire.  Consider too the use of filters in
Photoshop, remembering of course that for lighter images,
try the orange or red filter, and for a darker image use the
blue!  The same applies to filter use with film, just shoot with
the sun behind you and remember that filter use is sometimes
only effective in shallow water.

There doesn’t seem to be any great mystery to producing
mono images.  It seems that if you dive with mono in mind,
have all you need for your planned shoot and are able to offer
a little time in Photoshop, you have the main ingredients.  Just
remember, digital needs to be shot in colour and always in
RAW!

So don’t ignore black and white and don’t be afraid to
experiment in Photoshop.  Play around with some of your old
images – those underexposed shots deemed ‘useless’ can be
saved.  Cast you mind back to JP’s winning image of the
barracudas at Antibes in 2004!

See more of JP’s work at www.jptrenque.com
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Twenty entries were submitted for the Focus On Final.  The
14 digital and 6 slide submissions jostled and campaigned for
worthy credit of technical and creative merit, with extra
acclaim for aesthetic pleasure and whether placed or not,
once again the audience/competitors surrendered to spoil and
wallowed in the displays of visual inspiration.  In 6th place –
with 19 points – Alex Mustard.  5th place – with 21 points –  Ken
Sullivan.  Alex Mustard secured 4th place – with 24 points.  In
3rd place – with 27 points – Tony Baskeville shone through
with his image of a porcelain crab.  Ken Sullivan returned to
secure 2nd place – with 31 points – and an incredible humpback
image.  But, leaps and bounds ahead, Steve Jones – with 53
points – stole the show and secured 1st place and the BSoUP
Trophy with a perfectly composed whale shark image.

Congratulations!

The usual delivery of vibrant punch and pleasant surprise
adorned the Best of British screen space.  Celebratory images
of the incredible photographic opportunities that should always
go some way to ensuring this country stays ‘Great’, and keeps
our green waters on the listing as some of the most rewarding
diving and photographic experience awarded us!  And you know,
the images just get better and better!

Martin Davies started us off in 6th place – with 16 points.  In
5th  - with 20 points – Trevor Rees.  Just a couple ahead – with
22 points – Mark Webster.  Widening the gap – with 34 points
(I think!) – David Stephens and his more than agreeable John
Dory, male cuckoo wrasse, octopus, topknot, mating cuttlefish
and tompot.  But this year’s winners, joint first and sharing
the BSoUP Cuttlefish Trophy and the £100 cheque from Sport
Diver magazine – with 40 points apiece –  Sam Bean with her
perfectly arranged octpus, John Dory, limpets, tompot, rose
coral and ballan wrasse portfolio.  Joining her on the podium,
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Alex Mustard submitted an incredible six using snorkellers;
split image of snorkeller diving, snorkeller in sunburst, two
exploring snorkellers, silhouette of two snorkellers, snorkeller
in kelp and a split image of a snorkeller beneath Durdle Door.
Amazing!  Congratulations!

See the winning images at www.bsoup.org

Marine conservation is close to most of our hearts and for a
few, the protection of the marine world and its inhabitants is
a life’s work.  To ensure the longevity of all species and the
stability of this delicate ecosystem the permanence of this
balance is dependant on the determination of groups, societies
and other active bodies around the world that campaign long
and hard to educate the powers that be to realise the damage
being caused, the implications of such damage and how
government can help.

Paul Biggin from the Marine Conservation Society South East
Group told us more about the MCS and its campaigns.
Dedicated to ‘protecting the marine environment and its
wildlife’, the MCS is a UK Charity that is proud to announce;

• We campaign for the protection of endangered marine
species.

• We lobby against pollution and over-exploitation.
• We inform and educate the public, government and

industry.
• We work towards lasting solutions to ensure that our

seas are fit for life.

These common goals form the sole intention of the MCS.  The
work is great and varied and the drive behind it tireless.  The
main issues around the UK coastline are over-fishing, pollution
and habitat destruction, all of them with knock on effects.
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MCS tells us that familiar species of fish, such as cod and
skate are endangered by over-fishing, and that every hour,
millions of litres of raw or partially treated sewage is
discharged into UK waters. They will also tell you that
(worldwide) 7 million sharks are killed every month, often
only for their fins! (Thankfully, basking sharks are now
protected due to MCS campaigns).

So how do you address these problems and others like them?
There are no easy answers.  By providing information and
education you go some way to offering solutions to the
problems.  But the teaching is bound to be long and hard and
not everyone will be eager students.  This is the fight, and
this is the reason that the MCS will continue to work with
European fisheries to promote sustainable solutions to help
those species deemed endangered.  In addition, the acclaimed
Good Beach Guide is a valuable tool in the fight for cleaner
seas, while MCS surveys of beach litter highlight the problems
of other marine pollution.  Underwater, regular projects and
surveys are conducted to monitor and record the stability or
changes in marine life and habitat.  UK marine parks are deemed
safe havens for unique species, fish counts are recorded,
reef health is monitored and records are made with findings
and, where necessary, recommendations for improvement.

So how can divers help?  Above water many of the guides are
simply common sense and personal responsibility – take your
litter home!  Beneath the waves you can collect and report
information on the species you see.  ‘Seasearch’ is the MCS
project for recreational divers who want to ‘do their bit for
the marine environment’ by simply collecting information that
will be collated to help build a picture of change or stability.
Marine Life Identification courses are also run to assist those
who need a little guidance with recognition, and if you look at
these opportunities positively, you may be taking one small
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step to help educate yourself which in turn may just help to
educate those that can make substantial differences to our
valuable marine environments.

Don’t delay,  join today!  www.mcsuk.org
Dive Into Conservation with Seasearch.  www.seasearch.org.uk

In passing...
Another beautifully produced book of underwater photographs
has landed on my desk - this one called Another world: colours,
textures and patterns of the deep, by Dos Winkel (pub.ACC
Books, £29.50).

The main thrust of the book is to highlight the fragility and
beauty of the coral reef ecosystem, and the foreword by
Jean-Michel Cousteau sets the tone for the rest of the work.

It’s nice, it’s worthy, and - because Dos (or his publishers?)
have concentrated on extreme close-ups of corals and critters
- it’s also very colourful.  The title page promises us colours
and textures, and by gum, we get ‘em!  I am not known for my
love of the infinitesimal in underwater photographs, but I
have to admit these shots are cracking, both in terms of the
photos as photos pure and simple and as reminders of what
I’ve been missing.

Apart from making me think I should rethink my own approach
to all things  photographic sous la mer, Dos Winkel (I wonder
if he had a hard time at school with that name, by the way?)
has indubitably come up with a stunning collection of pictures
which should appeal not just to the  obsessives amongst us but
also to those of a more general bent with a healthy interest in
seeing what lives on the reefs and what we (usually) miss. See
more at www.antiquecollectorsclub.com
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Classifieds
For sale
Fuji S2 Pro and Subal housing outfit for sale. Immaculate con-
dition. System includes Fuji S2 Pro body with original box,
Subal S2 housing, Nikon 60mm macro lens and Subal autofocus
port, Nikon 12 - 24mm zoom  lens with Subal fisheye port
(also accepts 10.5mm), Nikonos SB105 strobe (full TTL with
S2) complete with ball joint arm. Also includes Nikon 28 -
105mm zoom lens and additional filters. Cost nearly £7000.00.
Offered at £3750.00 for quick sale. Contact Steve Lupini on
07811 733221.

Aquatica Housing for D100 originally £1450 (sell for half price
£725); Dome Port plus Dome Shade/Neoprene cover -
originally over £400 (sell for £200); Straight Port plus
extender for 105mm macro lens - originally £370 (sell for
£185); Port extender for 12-24mm lens - originally £125 (sell
for £63);  Zoom gear for 12-24mm lens - originally £60 (sell
for £30); Focus gear for 105mm macro lens - originally £60
(sell for £30); Two sets of TLC Arms - originally over £335
(sell for £168) (a) 8 inch, 8 inch and 4 inch, (b) 11inch, 11inch
and 4 inch. Mount to the handles of the Aquatica Housing plus
adaptors for use with SB 105/103/102 and/or ball based
strobes. Complete set for £1400 (and I will give you a D100
boxed with all accessories for merely £300 more) - a total of
£1700 for the housing, everything and the camera. You will
get all the instruction books and spare O rings etc. Prefer to
sell as a set. Speedlight SB80DX housing - with Nikonos
connectors - £215
Contact Paul Ng at Tel: +44-7710111604.
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(If you’re organizing any photo trips and would like to include
details of them in ‘In Focus’, please let me have them as soon
as possible.  Bear in mind that the magazine aims to appear
each April, August and December, so a little ‘forward planning’
of your own might well be a good idea!

Some people ‘float’ ads like this to see what the level of interest
in a trip is likely to be, so even if that dream trip is only a
gleam in your eye right now it might be worth letting others
know about it.  With any luck, you’ll generate enough interest
to take over that liveaboard!)

Forward planning
Come the boat, come the trip. M/Y Sherezade is a new boat
built to exacting standards and will be sailing out of Port Sudan.
I am planning a two week trip to southern Sudan between 2nd
and 18th June 2006. Full details of the trip and the boat are
on my website www.imagine-photography.co.uk.
Contact Len Deeley if interested.

Sea & Sea focus gear for AF Nikkor 16mm, fits NX90 (F90),
NX100 (F100) and D100/D70 housings £20 Contact
07712622440 charles@dive.uk.com

____________________

                                    __________
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P e t e r  L a d e l l
Phone/fax: 01582 419603 - coming soon - www.fullimmersionphoto.com

Custom Underwater Housing Modifications and Accessories

Ergonomic housing modifications, quick release and rotating flash brackets,
focus lights and custom ports from fisheye to 4:1 for most systems. Made to
individual requirements.

Custom housings for Digital Cameras and accessories (port adaptors to fit
other port systems). D200 & SB800 housings coming soon.

Underwater Photography workshops for Film or Digital, based in the UK.

Designed and built by UK CMAS World Championship team member and
used by International Award winning Photographers.

Please contact: PETER LADELL - 01582 419603,
peter@fullimmersionphoto.com

____________________

BSoUP CLOTHES from Jane Morgan

** T-shirts – special price – £5 **
Navy blue or white, with a smart
BSoUP label over the left breast

We also have in blue:
Polo Shirts (run large) £15
Sweatshirts (run small) £17
Showerproof jackets £24
(+ £1 for XXL and £2 for XXXL)

They are for sale at most monthly meetings (if I am there!) or
you can order by post or email and I’ll bring them to the next
meeting or mail them to you for a small extra charge.

The British Society
of Underwater
Photographers
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BSoUP meets on the third Wednesday of each month at 20.00hrs in the function
room at the Holland Club, Imperial College, London. From South Kensington tube
station take the tunnel to the Museums and Exhibition Road. Continue north and
turn left into Prince Consort Road. Turn into the entrance to the grounds of
Imperial College, walk down the hill and go through the white double doors facing
you into the Holland Club. If you are coming by road, turn into the College grounds
from Exhibition Road, take a parking ticket at the barrier and ask directions to
the Holland Club. When you leave you must pay at the barrier (currently £8.50)
for the evening (after 18.00hrs). Do not arrive before this time as the ‘evening’
parking could cost you £16. Alternatively, there are parking meters in the
surrounding roads which finish at 18.30. Take care as there are also lots of
Residents Only bays which operate all evening. There are bar facilities in the
Club and snacks are available.

HOW TO FIND US
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BSoUP OFFICERS 2006            www.bsoup.org

President / Webmaster:
Brian Pitkin, 020 8668 8168 (H), 020 7942 5707 (W), brp@nhm.ac.uk

Chair: Martha Tressler, 0776 460 3657, martha@mtressler.com

Hon Secretary / Membership Secretary:
Gill McDonald, 07855 759946, bsoup@catalyst5.freeserve.co.uk

Hon Treasurer / ‘In Focus’ Production Editor:
Anthony Holley, 020 8949 7568, bsoup@holleyuwphoto.com

Meetings Secretary:
Jane Morgan, 07887 558832, jane@dive.uk.com

Slide Competitions Officer:
John Langford, 020 8567 4464, john.r.Langford@lineone.net

Publicity Officer:
Jean Phillipe (JP) Trenque, 07767 874046, jp@jptrenque.com

Digital Competitions Officer:
Alexander Mustard, 07876 523 110, alex@amustard.com

Committee Members:
Colin Doeg, 020 7622 8147, cdoeg35108@aol.com
Peter Ladell, 01582 419603 (H), bsoup@fullimmersionphoto.com
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